CorpAfroAs: A Corpus for Spoken
AfroAsiatic Languages
Prosodic Segmentation and Morphosyntactic Analysis
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 Juba-Arabic
 Hebrew
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An obvious choice
A basis for new discoveries

Procedure: from fieldwork to corpus
downloading and using Elan-CorpA
Websites:
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http://corpafroas.tge-adonis.fr/
http://web.me.com/aminamettouchi/CORPAFROAS/
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Aims of the Project
CorpAfroAs is an integrated pilot project realized by field
linguists for field linguists and typologists, which proposes:
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A methodology for the treatment of fieldwork textual data in
underdescribed languages, from data gathering to automatic
searches on the corpus,
A free, open-source and user-friendly new software, ELANCorpA, developed within our project from Elan (Max Planck
Institute Nijmegen),
A pilot corpus composed of annotated first-hand transcriptions
of narrative and conversational data in fourteen AfroAsiatic
languages (one hour per language), with accompanying sound
files, list of glosses, grammatical sketches, and metadata.
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Deliverables
Elan-CorpA (available)
A Manual explaining the procedure for the creation of corpus
data in the CorpAfroAs format, with Praat+Elan-CorpA or
Praat+Toolbox+Elan: to be released in July 2011
A list of glosses (more than 300 entries): to be released in July
2011
One fully annotated hour of data per language, accompanied
by their metadata and a grammatical sketch (to be released to
the public in June 2012)
A publication containing co-authored papers on various
aspects of the project (2012)(prosody, cross-linguistic
comparability, code-switching, etc.)
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Annotation Structure


6 lines of annotation: tx, mot, mb, ge, rx, ft.



CONV : 255-284
ex of annotation : KAB_AM_CONV_01_SP2_063
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Queries 1


Find all occurrences of RELSBJ preceded by a REL.REAL or
REL.IRR
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Looking for specific contexts for a form that codes relative clause
whose antecedent is subject (as opposed to other grammatical roles):
we know it can be preceded with a realis relator, an irrealis one, or no
relator (erase the last constraint).
 Showing the results allows us to also see what type of antecedent
(nominal, pronominal, indefinite) occurs
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Queries 2


Find IPFV that are also CAUS



Find the frequency of verbs that distinguish between PFV and
NEGPFV (V1); PFV and AOR (V3 (V*3))
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Queries 3


Find ABS in ge and COV in rx: in order to retrieve all the
nouns (and their contexts) that do not mark the state
opposition overtly



Find the contexts of use of verb say
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Queries 4: multiple files
Looking for contexts of use
of the verb SAY,
in Kabyle, Tamashek, and
Ts’amakko
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Prosodic segmentation






Speech is naturally segmented into prosodic units. The
basic unit we chose for the segmentation of CorpAfroAs
is the Intonation Unit.
The Intonation Unit (henceforth: IU) is recognized by its
boundaries (along the following cues: pause, pitch reset,
final lengthening before the boundary and initial rush after
it) and by its single coherent intonation contour.
The I.U. may correspond to a clause, but it may also be
(and often is) composed of strings of words that are not
organized into traditional grammatical units (clause,
phrase, etc.).
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Prosodic Segmentation


We detect intonation units on the basis of perception (of
the researcher, in collaboration with native speakers), and
we then check the boundary cues on Praat for control,
whenever doubt arises.




Praat allows the precise location of the boundary on the
transcription file. We therefore start our transcription/
segmentation with Praat, not with Elan.

A major unit is one that is perceived as carrying a
terminal boundary tone. A minor unit is perceived as
carrying a continuing boundary tone.
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Going way down is the unmarked cue of final boundary. But
final boundaries can sometimes go up.
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Prosodic segmentation


First step: transcription into Praat (ex. Seven Girls Phon 6 sec)






Using UNICODE characters and UTF-8 encoding
Allowing for precise boundaries, and information on the length
of pauses
Allowing further work on prosodic phenomena on the same
data (including accentuation, vowel formants, etc., but also
information structure (focus) phenomena etc.)
Into Intonation Units
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Why not other (non-prosodic) units ?
 Because speech is structured prosodically, chunking into clauses/
sentences would leave a lot of material aside)
 In order to allow non-aprioristic pairing of syntax (clause/phrase
etc) with prosody
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Screen capture (Praat)


http://web.me.com/aminamettouchi/CORPAFROAS/
Publications_files/IZRE'EL
%26METTOUCHI_REPRESENTATION_OF_SPEECH%20
(3).pdf

For more details: http://web.me.com/aminamettouchi/CORPAFROAS/Publications_files/IZRE'EL
%26METTOUCHI_REPRESENTATION_OF_SPEECH%20(3).pdf
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Prosodic segmentation


There are other prosodic units in languages of course:


accentual ones : aqʃiʃ amʃṭuħ : boy small : « small boy »




ones marked by assimilation phenomena: aʦṛuħ : ad θ-ṛuħ :
POT 3SG.F-go\AOR : she will go






here: verbal structure

ones that contain several IUs : paratones




here : noun phrase

correspond to several constructions (topic-comment, main-dependent
clause, etc.)

etc.

We decided to only annotate IUs in the project, but are
planning to mark other levels of annotation in future.
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Procedure






Fieldwork (devices)
Metadata IMDI
Transcription into Praat
Importation of Textgrid into Elan-CorpA
Annotation in Elan-CorpA
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Fieldwork




Recording: flashdisk EDIROL by Roland, R-09 wave/mp3
recorder. Sennheiser MKE microphone.
Settings: Frequency rate 44.1. Wav = 16 bit. Mono.
Three levels of consent have been considered relevant.
Written consent forms can be used, but a recorded
spoken consent is valid, and often preferred by
consultants.
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consent to the recording
to restricted diffusion (community of researchers, password to
consult the data)
to unrestricted diffusion (open access on the web)
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Metadata


IMDI files : Editor__V3.4.jnlp; KAB_AM_NARR_01_Seven_Girls_.imdi
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Importation into Elan-CorpA


Until now, ELAN was not able to generate the segmentation
and glossing lines mb, ge and rx in its own. What was possible
was :
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doing the job manually by splitting the segments and adding the gloss
in the cells
exporting the data prepared in ELAN towards Toolbox, then parsing
and annotating using the functionalities of Toolbox, then re-importing
the Toolbox file into ELAN.

The idea was to simplify this process by giving the user access
to some Toolbox-like functionalities directly into ELAN, i.e to
allow the segmentation of words by means of a lexicon
containing affixes, and to propose glossing by looking up into
the same lexicon.
To do this, an « Interlinearize » tab was added.
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Downloading ELAN-CorpA


http://corpafroas.tge-adonis.fr/Tools_en.html
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